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The most serious failure of the expedition of 1917 was its
inability to measure the temperatures of the volcanoes in the
Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes. The Smokes were so much
hotter than had been anticipated that the expedition found
itself without the apparatus necessary for their measurement.
An ordinary mercury thermometer, registering up to 350° C,
was all that had been provided. The top of this was soon
broken, but before this accident occurred, it had been discovered
that many of the temperatures were beyond the range of this
instrument, or at least so near the limit of its readings that
it was not considered safe to immerse it in the hot vapors
long enough to allow the mercury to expand fully for fear of
bursting the tube.

One of the principal objectives of the Expedition of 1918,
which was undertaken by the authors, was therefore the study
of the temperatures of the vents in the Valley.

In this project, as well as in the chemical study of the
volcanic gases, the expeditions were aided by the Geophysical
Laboratory of the Carnegie Institution, which undertook to
supply the necessary equipment. But on account of the war
considerable difficulty was experienced in securing the requisite
instruments. Potentiometers of the Leeds and Northrop type
were not to be had. It was indeed by the narrowest margin that
any pyrometers were obtained at all. Up to within twenty-four
hours of the departure of the expedition we had not succeeded
in obtaining any instruments whatever. But on the last day a
pyrovolter from the Pyrolectric Instrument Company, of
Trenton, New Jersey, and a pyrometer from the Hoskins
Manufacturing Company, of Detroit, arrived.

Although such hasty tests as could be made amid the hurry
of the last preparations for departure indicated that both
instruments were in working order, it was not possible to gain
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LOOKING SOUTHWEvST FROM STATION IX ACROSS THE VALLEY.
Showing the location of Fumaroles 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 45.

Photograph by C. F. Maynard
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that acquaintance with their behavior nor to test the accuracy
of their readings, which everyone will recognize as highly
desirable preliminaries to the use of any instruments.

But notwithstanding these handicaps, the instruments did
good service in the field, giving identical and apparently
trustworthy readings at all times. At the beginning of the
work their readings were compared in the vapor of Pumarole
No. 1, which was convenient to our camp; and again at the
close of the season, when checked at the same vent, they gave
the same readings as at the beginning, thus allowing us to
repose confidence in their readings throughout.

Two months later, when they were unpacked after being
returned to Columbus, it was observed that, while the Hoskins
instrument was apparently still in good order, the battery
(dry cell) of the pyrovolter had completely gone bad. They
were then repacked and shipped to the Geophysical Laboratory
where they were recalibrated by E. D. Williamson, who reported
as follows:

"Temperature, 448, 444, 441, 433, 351, 348, 254.
Reading (Hoskins Instrument), 458, 453, 450, 443, 359, 355, 259.
Reading (Pyrovolter), 441, 442, 441, 438, 348, 343, 255.
"The readings in the first row were taken with Pt. Rh. thermoele-

ment. You will notice that the Hoskins combination reads consistently
about 2% too high, while the other is less consistent, but does not
involve errors greater than the expected accuracy permits. We found
that the battery in the pyrovolter was completely used up, but hope
that this did not affect any of your readings.

"The two thermometers were calibrated at the boiling point of water,
where each read 0.3° too low."

Following this report the readings observed in the vents
have been corrected to accord with the recalibration. Because
of the great variations encountered from place to place in a
column of escaping gas it was not considered advisable to
attempt to read the instruments closer than the nearest 5°.
Where the correction is applied the resultant temperatures are
usually expressed by an intermediate figure. They are recorded
as they came out after correction, but such temperatures, as
for example 299° C, would be best considered as 300° C, for no
implication that the errors are less than 3° either way is intended.

The method of procedure in the field was, starting out in
the morning with packs containing thermometers, one or both
pyrometers, 5 x 7 camera, Kodaks, spade and other necessary



Photograph by C. F. Maynard

LOOKING SOUTH ACROSS THE HEAD OF THE VALLEY FROM BAKED MOUNTAIN.
Showing the location of Fumaroles 5, 8, 9, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21.
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equipment, to proceed to examine all vents in the area selected
for study. It was our custom to proceed rapidly, giving the
vents a preliminary examination with a thermometer which
read to 210° C. It could be thus readily determined whether a
given vent was merely at the boiling point—which of course is
the temperature of the vast majority of the orifices—or whether
it was higher.

When this preliminary examination showed a temperature
above 100° C, and the fumarole was so situated that it was
accessible for measurement by our instruments, the packs were
opened, a record of the temperature secured by the pyrometers,
and the position of the vent recorded by means of magnetic
readings on a Brunton compass, from fixed triangulation
stations on the mountains.around the Valley.

But many of the largest and most important volcanoes of the
Valley were so situated as to make it altogether impracticable
to measure their temperatures with our instruments. Thus,
although Novarupta has every appearance of being the climax
of the activity of the Valley, we were unable to reach any vent
in its vicinity whose gases were more than 100° C.

In order to judge rightly the degree to which the results
obtained may truly represent the activity of the Valley, the
reader should, therefore, understand some of the limitations of
the instruments with which they were secured.

In the first place, our thermocouples were insulated with
unglazed porcelain tubes for about two feet at the end, and
above that with asbestos. Now, if the wires touched or
were short circuited at any place other than the twisted couple,
the temperature recorded would be that of the junction
nearest to the registering instrument. Therefore, the asbestos
insulation which protected the wire was all right as long as the
instruments were dry, but if the steam condensed and saturated
this covering or the two wires touched, the resulting temperature
would be that of the condensed steam, or about 100° C. This
occurred frequently because the steam would condense where
it came in contact with the cold air at the side of the hole.
We overcame this by bending the wires so that they did not
touch each other while in the steam. As almost every fumarole
necessitated a different bending of the wires, the asbestos
insulation and porcelain tubes were subjected to considerable
wear and tear.
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The same thing was apt to happen if the two wires were
allowed to rest on the wet ground, as the steam usually kept
the ground around the fumaroles damp. We therefore sup-
ported the wires on some object, such as a spade or a pole.
The porcelain tubes, too, would sometimes collect the con-
densed steam and short circuit the instrument. As the two
wires went through perforations in the same tube, the only
remedy for this was to allow them to dry out again if they
became saturated with water. This was usually accomplished
by allowing the thermocouple to remain in some hot fumarole
for a considerable length of time. As one had to thrust the
wires from the cold air into the hot steam, more or less con-
densation always occurred. If the fumarole was above 200° C.
the condensation would not be very great and the tubes would
quickly dry out, but if it was just above the boiling point, so
much water would condense that we would get a temperature
of only 100° C. As a result, we obtained very few temperatures
just above the boiling point, because we did not wait long
enough for the tubes to dry out or because the temperature was
not high enough to dry them out. Out of the 48 fumaroles,
or areas of fumaroles, we studied, only six were found which
registered between 100° C. and 190° C.

Many of the fumaroles of the Valley were inaccessible to us
with the instruments which we had. The thermocouple of
the pyrovolter, which was six feet long with 50 feet of lead wire,
was made of such small wire that it would not support its own
weight, so we had to attach it to a long pole. This complicated
matters considerably, for if we used wire to fasten it on, the
insulation would quickly burn through in hot fumaroles and
short circuit the wires, and if we used string, rope or something;
of that nature, it was very soon burned off. Besides, the pole
served as a collector of steam and, although the wires did not
touch, they were short circuited by the steam, especially at
the point of contact of the cool air and the hot gases. The only
practical and satisfactory way in which we could use this six
foot thermocouple was for lone fissures or cracks not sur-
rounded by an area of steam, where the temperature at the
surface or six inches down was required. It was in these places
that we used it to check up the readings of the pyrometer.

The thermocouple of the Hoskins pyrometer was 10 feet
long with 30 feet of lead wire. At the end used in the hot gases,
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the wires were simply twisted together and welded in a high
temperature furnace. The other end, from which the lead wires
ran to the recording instrument, was covered with a wooden
handle. This end, the cold junction, was connected with
a small open coil of fine insulated wire inside the handle
and had to be kept at the air temperature the same as the
recording instrument, as well as dry and clean. This limited
the use of the thermocouple to a length of eight feet in a hole.
In many cases the steam around the vents was so thick as to
prohibit its use at all. We partly overcame this in some cases
by wrapping the cold junction in a towel to keep the steam from
condensing in the coil. While this limitation made no differ-
ence in narrow throated fumaroles, it was a serious handicap
in dealing with large crater-like vents where one could see for
50 or 60 feet down the hot throat. In one of the "Twins," for
example, where the temperature at the surface was 309° C.
we wondered what the temperature would be 60 feet down the
hole.

The recording instruments, moreover, had to be kept dry and
at the air temperature. The ground for a considerable distance
around any area of activity was so hot' that correct results
could be obtained only by keeping the recording instrument off
the ground by setting it on a packsack, sample box or old coat.

Besides these difficulties, there was the personal danger of
getting too close to the hot steam, or of breaking through the
thin crust over a line of fissures. In many cases we were not
able to get near enough to use our instruments at all. If there
was a strong and constant wind, we could work quite close to the
orifice on the windward side without much danger, but we had
to be very careful not to get close enough to produce a back
draft or undertow against our bodies. This happened several
times in low temperature "steamers." In such cases we had
to throw ourselves away very quickly to avoid serious injury,
for if one should get into a flare-back from one of those which
recorded 300° C, he would be in great danger of terrible injury.

While some of the vents are mild mannered "steamers"
emitting principally water vapor, the vapor from others appears
altogether dry and consists largely of other gases which are
generally disagreeable and sometimes, as for example when
heavily charged with hydrofluoric acid,* dangerous if inhaled.

*Analyses of the gases given off from the vents have been begun by Dr. E. S.
Shepherd of the Geophysical Laboratory.
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Because of the prevalence of strong winds these gases did not
interfere with the work as much as might have been expected,
but they are an ever present menace and there are considerable
areas into which no explorer has yet dared to penetrate for fear
of being overwhelmed by the fumes from the thickly placed
vents.

CLASSIFICATION OF FUMAROLES.

Since the fumaroles of the Valley manifest an almost endless
variety of form, size and character, it is difficult to find any
satisfactory basis for their classification. Nevertheless it will

Photograph by Jasper D. Sayre
THE THROAT OF FUMAROLE 5 WITH THE THERMOCOUPLE HUNG

DOWN SIX FEET INTO THE HOLE.
The temperature was 231° C. at this place. The steam did not condense until

some distance from the throat. This fumarole is shown from a distance
on page 252.

conduce to clearness of thinking to separate them roughly
into the following groups. But it must be recognized that there
are no distinct lines to be drawn between the different cate-
gories, for they intergrade in every way.

1. Chimneys: Isolated single holes on the general level
of the surrounding Valley floor, with chimney-like throats.
There was no surface indication of a lengthy fissure nor of ejecta
thrown out around them. The temperature was usually high,
(Example No. 5, page 265). These chimney-like fumaroles are
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commonly scattered over the Valley. We worked at ten
different fumaroles of this type. In this class of fumarole the
highest temperature was usually at the surface of the ground,
rather than down six or eight feet in the throat. Because of
their isolation they were easier to work with than any of the
other kinds.

2. Surface fissures: Continuous long lines of irregular
cracks and crevices, evidently formed in the roofs of lengthy
fissures. The surface is baked hard and is conspicuous
with its bright deposits and incrustations. The temperature

Photograph by Jasper D. Sayre
AREA 29.

By repeated attempts at different fissures in this line of action, we obtained a
maximum temperature of 329° C. The surface of the ground

was icrhly colored with incrustations.

was high and the clouds of steam of great volume. These
surface fissures are among the most conspicuous and abundant
vents in the Valley. They were often 200 yards in length.
Occasionally small explosion craters have been formed along the
fissures. These have rims of ejecta four or five feet in height
and ten feet or so in diameter. The steam was issuing from
cracks in their throats, similar to those occurring in the surface
of the fissure, (Example, No. 29, page 272).

Surface fissures are the most abundant type of vents in
the Valley. Over half the areas which we visited were of this
type. Some of them were easily accessible, but, in order to
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work others, it was necessary for one man to hold the recording
instrument while the other held the thermocouple and moved
it from crack to crack. In this way we recorded a number of
different temperatures from each area until we found the
maximum.

3. Large steamers: Large irregular holes resulting from
the cave-in of the roofs of wide fissures. They emit a large
column of steam under pressure and are very conspicuous
and most common near the high mud mark along the edge

Photograph by D. B. Church

A PORTION OF THE EDGE OF THE CRATER OF No. 21.
It was impossible to get a satisfcatory photograph of the interior, or to reach the

bottom, but a small crack just within the rim gave a temperature cf 196° C.

of the Valley. The vent is always large and perhaps much
hotter than the temperature which we were able to secure
at the edge of the hole would indicate. (Example, No. 22,
page 273).

4. Craters: Large crater-like orifices, evidently of explosive
origin and occurring generally in the floor of the Valley. Many
cracks and fissures radiate out from them. They are sur-
rounded by a ring of ejecta rising 15 or 20 feet above the Valley
floor and are very conspicuous because of the large amount
of steam given off. In no case was it possible to approach
the orifice from which the steam emerged to take the tern-
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perature, but in one of them (No. 21), we found a temperature
of 196° C. in a lateral fissure just inside the rim.

5. Cracked areas: Areas with a hard baked surface, much
cracked and honey-combed with small fissures. Definite indi-
vidual vents are rare. The surface cracks are filled with steam
coming from below, under considerable pressure. The gases
in the steam form a thick deposit on the surface of the mud.
They are abundant on the slopes east of Falling Mountain. The
emanations from these areas are so copious and they appear
so hot and so charged with noxious gases that no one has yet
had the temerity to undertake their exploration.

6. Mud blanketed areas: Although the general surface of
the original mud flow that forms the floor of the Valley has
become hard and firm, there are many areas covered with soft,
sticky blue mud, which is kept hot by the steam which issues
through it in considerable quantity. The activity of these mud
blanketed areas takes on one of two forms. Usually it gives
rise to myriads of small steam jets best described as mud hissers,
which come out from indefinite cracks. Although the mud is
always blue, the surface is generally covered with a chestnut
brown crust which will sometimes support a man's weight.
The minute orifices, by which the steam punctures the crust,
probably do not constitute permanent vents but presumably
shift about rather rapidly. The temperature of the steam and
of the surrounding mud was close to that of boiling water.
The conspicuousness of these areas varied greatly with the
humidity of the air. Although these areas are very common in
the center of the Valley, we located only one of them with
compass bearings. This one was No. 38, which is the most
northerly of these areas in the Valley.

7. Mud volcanoes: In some of the mud covered areas the
activity produces a more or less violent ebullition, forming
mud pots and mud volcanoes. The consistency of the boiling
mud varies from a soupy liquid to a viscous mush. The
temperature of all was 100° C. We found only two areas of
mud volcanoes in the Valley. The first, (No. 48), is in the
center of the Valley and is made up of some 15 or 16 crater-
like pots. The other area, (No. 44), is located near the
northern end of the Valley and containes a line of six very
active boiling pots of mud.
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8. '' Pimples:'' At the lower (north) end of the Valley where
sand storms are frequent, many of the smaller vents have built
up conspicuous mounds around their orifices from the wind
blown sand, which sticks to their moist surface and becomes a
permanent addition to the pile. These mounds, see cut below,
vary from six inches to two feet in height. Their temperatures
did not exceed 100° C. We found them southwest of No. 24
and north of No. 1 in considerable numbers.

Photograph by J. W. Shipley

"PIMPLES" ON THE NORTH END OF THE MUD FLOW.
Near the north end of the mud flow many stratified piles are formed by wind blown

ash which is caught and held by the steam from small fumaroles, giving
the appearance of pimples breaking out on its surface.

LIST OF FUMAROLES.

In the list of fumaroles the maximum temperature (cor-
rected) recorded follows the number. Next are given compass
bearings on triangulation stations on the mountains around the
Valley, whereby fumaroles may be located again with certainty.
No attempt has been made to correct for magnetic variation,
because the compass is subject to local irregularities which
would made correction difficult but do not affect the value of
the bearings for relocating the fumaroles, since the irregularities
will probably remain sensibly constant for a given station.

The photograph numbers given after the descriptions are the
serial numbers of the photographs secured by the expeditions.
Complete sets of the prints are on file in the office of the National
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Geographic Society in Washington and in that of the Director
of the expeditions at Columbus, Ohio. The negatives, for the
present, are filed in the Columbus office.

No. 1. Temperature 220° C. (Corrected). I l l , N 49 E (Mag.)
XXX, S 8 E. IX, N 79 E.

Approaching the Valley from the northern extremity of the Great
Mud Flow, the first conspicuous fumarole was encountered about 200
yards north of the narrow neck at the easterly bend of the mud flow.
The hole was about 18 inches in diameter, on a fissure perhaps 100 feet
long, running east and west. The surface of the fissure was light

Photograph by Jasper D. Sayre
THE STEAM FROM FUMAROLE 3.

Fumarole 3 is located near the high mud mark under Station XL The areas
around it arc very much broken up, and highly colored. This photograph
shows the steaming fissure and its surrounding area.

colored, while the throat had a hard brown incrustation. The gases
were emitted with considerable pressure, and were not condensed until
several feet from the vent. This region was visited July 13th, and
again on August 1st. No change could be observed; 220° C. was
registered both at the surface and five feet down in the throat. Photo-
graph 3769.

No. 2. T. 205° C. Needle Peak, N 51 W. 112, N 16 E. IX, N 76 E.
This was a small dry hole in the mud flow, where it had turned

around the north end of Buttress Mountain and dammed Windy
Lake. It was about 100 yards from the River Lethe Canyon, and just
north of some sand knolls. The ground was strewn with partly charred
logs and was very dry and sandy. The hole was about one foot in diameter
and three feet deep, with a diagonal crevice two inches in diameter at the
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bottom from which the gases were given forth with considerable force,
emitting a hissing sound. Wood would char and matches ignite when
left in the vent. No deposits incrusted the throat, and the gases
appeared entirely free from water vapor, although there was a melting
snowdrift within 50 yards of the vent. Because of this absence of
steam, Fumarole No. 2 would be passed unnoticed at a distance of 100
yards. On July 14th, at the surface of the ground there was no definite
temperature, it fluctuated with the wind, etc, but four feet down the
temperature was 182° C, six feet down, 205° C. On July 20th, four
feet down, the pyrometer registered 182° C. Photographs 4133,
4544, 4545.

Photograph by Jasper D. Say re
THE THROAT OF FUMAROLE 3.

This was the hole from which we obtained the temperature. There were several
small and insignificant steaming cracks which registered only 100° C , not
shown in this picture, and the mud was steaming in many places. T. 186° C.

No. 3. T. 186° G. 86, S 7 W. Baked Mountain, N 27 E. Mt.
Cerberus, N 66 E.

This was a conspicuous steamer, with very bright red deposits, visible
from any place in the tipper end of the Valley. It was high up, near
the high mud mark south of Station XI, about one mile north of
Mageik Glacier. The surroundings were much shattered and the vent
very actively steaming. The opening leads eastward and was about
two feet across, evidently being the mouth of a long narrow fissure. We
attempted to tap this underground fissure about ten feet from the
mouth, but although the incrusted mud was only three or four feet in
thickness, yet the spade would not penetrate it, as the heat had baked
it as hard as rock. The opening was irregular. By placing the thermo-
couple from the pyrometer down in the fissure as far as we could without
getting the cold junction in contact with steam, only 146° C. was
recorded. At the surface, however, it was 186° C. Photographs
4521, 4522, 3697, 3698 (See cut above), 3699, 3700 (See page 262).
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Photograph by Lucius G. Folsom

A GENERAL VIEW OF FUMAROLE 4 AS IT APPEARED IN 1917.
The shape of the throat had changed somewhat when

visited again in 1918.
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No. I T. 235° C. 86, S 31 W. Mt. Cerberus, S 15 W.
This was a brilliantly colored hole between Katmai Pass and Broken

Mountain. The hole was on the north side of a gully, about four feet up,
and was nearly two feet across, but became very small three or four feet in.
The deposits were yellow and red, and very attractive. The entire
gully was much visited in 1917 by Dr. Shipley. As at Fumarole 3,
we attempted to tap the fissure which ran almost parallel with the
surface, but were unable to break through the hard incrustation with
which the tube was surrounded. The temperature at the mouth was
235° C, and about six feet down, 215° C. Photographs 3008 (See page
264), 3705.

Photograph by Jasper D. Sayre
THE THROAT OF FUMAROLE 6.

This irregular throat prevented us from getting a temperature very far below the
surface, because it was impossible to bend the end of the thermocouple which
was insulated with porcelain tubes. This picture shows the thermocouple in
the position where it registered 260° C. Some indications of the bright incrus-
tations are also shown.

No. 5. T. 309° C. Baked Mountain, N 19 W. XI, S 60 W. Mt.
Cerberus, S 14 E.

This was a round hole about a foot in diameter in the flat surface of
the mud flow north of Fumarole 4, and could be recognized by the fact
that the steam did not condense until ten feet above the ground.
The incrustations were light yellow and dark brown, and very hard.
The temperature at the surface was 309° C; six feet down, only 231° C.
Photographs 3706 (See page 257), 3707, 3708.

No. 6. T. 264° C. Knife Peak, N 3 W. IX N 61 W.
This acid fumarole lay in the gulch that is prominent as a notch on

the upper edge of the crater rim of Novarupta. It is about 200 yards
east of the edge of the crater. The deposits were a bright yellow and the
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fumes very acid, of powdery white appearance, with little steam. A
single breath of these fumes made one cough and "run for pure air.
The opening was small, irregular and cracked, but the volume of gases
emitted was great. The temperature at the surface was 260° C, \X/L
feet down, 264° C. Photographs 3716, 3717.

No. 7. T. 166° C. West of No. 6, 200 yards.
This fumarole was 200 yards N. W. of No. 6, on top of the east bank of

the north-south gulch cutting across the mountain east of the crater
of Novarupta. The temperature was 166° C. Some very interesting
colloidal red and orange deposits were found in the throat. It was a
long fissure roofed over most of the way with deposits, but steaming
in several places. The best deposits were exposed by the spade about one
foot down.

Photograph by Jasper D. Say re
TAKING THE SURFACE TEMPERATURE OF FUMAROLE 10.

.As in the case of most of the hot ones, the steam did not condense until some
distance from the orifice. With the thermocouple in the position shown,
the temperature was 240° C. An idea of the appearance of this vent from
a distance may be gained from the Smokes in the background.

No. 8. T,294°C. Mt. Cerberus, due S. Baked Mountain, N 18 W.
XI, S 65 W.

This was on the Valley floor between Falling Mountain and Broken
Mountain, about 500 yards beyond a big steamer under Falling
Mountain, in which no temperature above 100° C. could be found
although Sayre went down twenty feet into its throat supported by a
rope. No. 8 was a round hole, about two feet in diameter, in hard
baked sand on the bank of a gully. The deposits for 25 feet around
were white and very hard, with purplish brown incrustations in the
throats of the many cracks and crevices from which the hot gases were
issuing. Surface temperature 294° C.
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No. 9. T. 274° C. 500 yards southwest of No. 8.
This steamer was similar to No. 5, with no conspicuous deposits,

and was 274° C. at the surface, while the highest we could find three feet
down was 240° C.

No. 10. T. 240° C. XI, S 71 W. Baked Mountain, N 12 E.
This fumarole was 800 yards straight down the Valley from Camp V.

The gully starting at Camp V would lead almost to it. We could tell
that it was a hot one, because the steam came out with force, and did
not condense until it was a foot or more away from the hole. The
temperature at the surface was 240° C. Photograph 3720 (See page
266).

To the west of it was an area of steamers which looked hot but did
not register over 100° C.

No. 11. T. 196° C. Mt. Cerberus, S 60 E. IX, S 81 W.
This vent was toward Fissure Lake from No. 10; and was about

the last one of the line which cuts across the Valley about one-fourth
of a mile from the base of Mt. Cerberus. The deposits were brilliant red
and orange. The opening was large and the volume of gas great.
The temperature at the surface was 196° C, three feet down it was
171° C. and six feet down, 191° C. Photographs 4536 (See page 268),
4537, 4538.

No. 12. T. 299° C. Baked Mountain, N 30 E. Mt. Cerberus,
S 60 E. 86, S 30 W.

This area lay about 300 yards northwest of No. 11. It was a mass of
small fissures with white and brown incrustations. The temperatures
recorded were: 171° C, 299° C, 289° C, 250° C, 240° C., 254° C,
230° C, 171° C. The cracks are irregular, with but little steam,
and it was impossible to force the thermocouple more than six or eight
inches below the surface. Photographs 3721, 4539 (See page 269).

No. 13. T. 181° C. XI, S 55 W. Mt. Cerberus, S 50 E. Baked
Mountain, N 25 E.

This was a lone fumarole without much steam, and lay north of
No. 12. ,The temperature, both at the surface and two feet down was
the same, 181° C. Photograph 3722.

No. 14. T. 406° C. XI, S 67 W. Mt. Cerberus, S 52 E.
This was a long row of small craters, extending about 500 yards in a

line between Katmai Pass and Station IX. The fumes from these
holes were very acid, similar to those of No. 6 on Baked Mountain.
The craters were conical in .shape. The fumes came not from the
bottoms of them, but from very small cracks in the sides or on the rim.
We worked here for several hours and recorded the following tem-
peratures from different cracks: 299° C, 323° C, 367° C, 272° C,
307° C , 392° C, 406° C, 196° C, 196° C, 323° C, 196° C, 196° C.
The deposits were light colored and brown. Photographs 3722 (See
page 271), 3723, 3724, 3725, 4540.
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No. 15. T. 216° C. 500 feet west of No. 14.
This fumarole was on the same general line of craters as No. 14. The

appearance also was much the same.

No. 16. T. 147° C. 200 feet north of No. 15.
This one was on the same general line of activity as Nos. 14 and 15,

but it was a steamer. The gases were very wet, and the temperature
was only 147° C. The bright orange and red deposits were conspicuous.

Photograph by Paul R. Hagelbarger
FUMAROLE 11.

Temperature 196° C. at the surface; 171° C. three feet down; 191° C.
six feet down.

No. 17. T. 196° C. 100 feet west of No. 16.
This fumarole was on the same line of activity as Nos. 14, 15 and 16.

It was also a steamer, similar to No. 16. The instrument recorded
only 196° C. at the surface of the ground.

No. 18. T. 264° C. 150 feet northwest of No. 17.
This fumarole was on the same lines as Nos. 14, 15, 16 and 17. It

was a small theater of hot small holes, with characteristic brown baked
surface crust. We recorded two temperatures from it; one 264° C. and
the other 250° C. The vents were merely small irregular cracks, neither
depressed nor elevated above the general level of the Valley floor.
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No. 19. T. 304° C. XI, S 50 W. Mt. Cerberus, S 55 E. Baked
Mountain, N 48 E.

This was a big hole in the level Valley floor which gives forth steam and
gases. The steam did not condense until some distance above the
opening. There were no conspicuous deposits around the throat of
the fumarole. It was a gray ash color similar to the surrounding Valley
floor. Several feet down in the throat one could see the ordinary tuff
of the mud flow. We obtained a temperature of 304° C. at the surface.
Photograph 3726.

Photograph by Paul R. Hagelbarger
AREA 12.

This cracked and broken area, with white and brown incrustations, showed many-
different temperatures in the numerous crevices; maximum 299° C.

No. 20. T. 269° C. 75 yards south of No. 19.
Like the^ preceding, this fumarole was an irregular opening in the

mud flow, with no conspicuous deposits, but surrounded by the common
ash of the Valley floor. The temperature at the mouth was 245° C, but
four feet down it was 269° C. Photographs 3727, 3728.

No. 21. T. 196° C. Mt. Cerberus, S 60 E. XI, S 48 W. Baked
Mountain, N 48 E.

This large crater near the River Lethe was very brilliant and steaming
copiously. We were unable to secure the temperature of the crater
itself, but took the temperature of a small fissure in its rim. This
registered 196° C. at the surface. The crater had a striking, dark red and
black coating in its throat, and was a spectacle whenever the steam
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cleared from its rim. This rim was nearly 100 feet across and elevated
20 feet above the Valley floor. The funnel was 50 feet to its narrow
throat. The gases tested were being emitted from lateral cracks in the
rim, which were only a couple of inches wide. Photographs 2316A
(See page 259), 3729, 3730, 4542.

No. 22. T. 343° C. XI, S 54 W. Mt. Cerberus, S 25 E. Baked
Mountain, N 26 E.

This was a conspicuous steamer near the high mud mark on the
west side of Baked Mountain, north of the "Twins," (No. 46 and No.
47). The hole was about eight feet in diameter, and the opening within
so wide that one could see plainly through the transparent super-
heated vapors for 50 feet or more into the cavern, which extended
diagonally toward the head of the Valley.

Although a few wisps of steam begin to condense around the mouth,
the main column did not condense until it had reached a distance of
20 feet from the hole. On account of its size we were not able to work
satisfactorily with this fumarole, but had to be content with hanging
the thermocouple over the windward side of the hole, where we found a
temperature of 343° C. Photograph 4543 (See page 273).

No. 23. T. 352° C. Mt. Cerberus, S 53 E. Baked Mountain, S 88 E.
XI, N24W.

This steamer was located on the side of Buttress Mountain, near the
bend in the range. It was an irregular opening with cracks radiating in
every direction. We attempted to find the hottest place by sticking
the thermocouple down about three feet in these different vents. We
recorded temperatures in this manner of 196° C, 220° C, 245° C, and
finally in one crack 294° C. This gradual rise in temperature excited
our curiosity and we tried to find even higher ones. We finally recorded
352° C. as the highest temperature. This was found by holding the
thermocouple suspended in the mouth of the fumarole. We repeated
our observation and found that as soon as we moved the thermocouple
from this certain spot it cooled off. Any other place down in the hole
showed a much lower temperature. Three feet down, directly beneath
the hot spot, the temperature was only 245° C. We repeated this work
because we had expected to find higher temperatures down farther in
the fumaroles. The deposits were heavy, bright red, orange and yellow.

No. 24. T. 230° C. IX, N 68 E. I l l , N. 38 E. Needle Peak,
N59 W.

This fumarole had two openings, about eight inches in diameter
and two feet apart. Both were 230° C. It was located in the canyon
cut into the mud flow by "Chocolate Harry," the stream from under
Knife Peak, near its junction with the River Lethe and Buttress Creek.
The vapors were largely invisible gases rather than steam. In fact, we
located it more by the noise it made than by its steam. The throats
were baked hard, but the surrounding ash was soft, without conspicuous
deposits. Photographs 4138, 4139.
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No. 25. T. 274° C. X, S 59 E. IX, N 67 E. Needle Peak, N 64 E.
This was on the line of sand fissures that extends across the north

end of the Valley from Pasture Peak to Station IX. It may be taken
as typical of many similar fumaroles which are gradually increasing
in size because wind-blown sand continually lodges around their throats.
At first caught by the moisture of the steam, this is later cemented
together by the emanations from the fumarole, forming showy layers
of many hues. The insides of the throats are hard baked yellow.
Round about were spots covered with a thin green layer of algae (?).
Photograph 3739.

Photograph by Jasper D. Sayre
ONE OF THE ORIFICES IN THE LINE CALLED, COLLECTIVELY,

"AREA 14."
The temperature in the throat of this particular hole was 299° C.

Another nearby registered 406° C.

No. 26. T. 196° C. 500 yards N 68 E from No. 25.
Similar to No. 25 in appearance and construction, being built up of

wind blown ash, caught by the steam. Its hard baked throat was
quite alone and not surrounded by any smaller cracks or crevices. The,
temperature was 196° C. Photographs 2141, 4140,

No. 27. T. 100° C. 50 yards East of No. 26.
Although similar to Nos. 25 and 26 in appearance and apparently

as hot, this fumarole was much cooler and gave off much more steam
than either one of the foregoing. It was not until we unpacked our
pyrometer that we found that its temperature was only 100° C, other-
wise we would not have stopped here. There was no conspicuous
color in the throat, but the steam bathed ash was covered with a greenish
crust. Collections of this ash are being cultured for algae and moss
protonema.
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No. 28. T. 216° C. X, S 55 E. IX, N 67 E.
This was a long line of steamers, one hole of which showed a tem-

perature of 216° C. Others registered 196° C. and 161° C. The main
vents were 100 feet apart, closely similar in appearance. They were
surrounded by numerous steaming cracks which stood at 100° C.

No. 29. T. 329° C. IX, N. 24 E. Baked Mountain, S 60 E. I l l N 0.
This was a long line of acid fumaroles. After many trials, we

secured the highest temperature, 329° C. They were richly colored
small holes. The whole line was slightly raised above the general level
of the Valley floor. We began at one end of the line and after recording
several crevices at 100° C, found higher temperatures as we approached
the middle of the line, finally reaching the maximum of 329° C. Some
of the other crevices recorded 313° C, 294° C, 259° C. Toward the
other end of the line the temperature fell again to the boiling point.
Photographs 3740, 4141.

No. 30. T. 304° C. I l l , N 9 E. Baked Mountain, S 62 E. IX,
N 35 E.

We found here a large gasser situated on a long fissure. Many
small cracks in the vicinity were emitting steam at 100° C. There
were no conspicuous deposits. The temperature at the surface was
304° C. Photograph 3742.

No. 31. T. 210° C. Baked Mountain, S 60 E. IX, N 20 E. Needle
Peak, N 71 W.

Two large columns of gas, which registered 2iO° C. and 205° C,
were conspicuous among numerous minute hissing steam jets. The
area was not conspicuously colored, being covered with wind-blown
ash. Photographs 3743, 4142.

No. 32. T. 323° C. Baked Mountain, S 64 E.- IX, N 5 E. Needle
Peak, N 64 W.

The immense volume of steam issuing from this fumarole first
drew our attention to this one. It was the most conspicuous vent in the
lower (north) half of the mud flow. No other fumaroles were near and
its large irregular mouth, which rose 15 to 20 feet above the Valley
level and emitted a huge column of rolling steam and gas, made it a very
striking vent. The hot active area was so large that it was impossible
to do more than work around some of the outer crevices, leaving the
temperature in the center of the column to conjecture. In the subordi-
nate fissures we found temperatures of 225° C, 304° C, 220° C, 304° C,
323° C. and 294° C. See page 274.

No. 33. T. 432° C. Baked Mountain, S 62 E. IX, N 15 E. Needle
Peak, N 62 W.

The main body of the stream flowing from the Valley under Knife
Peak cuts across the area of No. 33. An enormous quantity of rolling
steam and vapors, which had attracted our attention from the first,
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came from this area. On arriving, we found the whole area on both
banks of the creek steaming. Most of the orifices were minute, but
after a search of several minutes, we found one large enough to receive
the thermocouple, where we found a temperature of 432° C, the highest
we observed anywhere in the Valley. The deposits were very hard
white material, but the throats were invariably purplish brown, with
occasional small masses of deposit resembling blue or green glass. Other
crevices round about gave temperatures of 392° C. and 382° C. Photo-
graphs 3744, 3745, 4144, 4145 (See page 276).

Photograph by Paul R. Hagelbarger
FUMAROLE 22.

This fumarole was about eight feet in diameter. The main column of steam did
not condense until twenty feet from the opening. With the thermocouple
hung over the windward side of the hole, as in the picture, we obtained a
temperature of 343° C.

No. 34. T. 159° C. I l l , N 14 E. IX, N 34 E. Baked Mountain,
S66E.

Between Fumarole 33 and Camp VIII we followed the easterly bank
of the River Lethe Canyon and recorded a temperature of 159° C. in
one of the many steam masses so conspicuous along this stream. We
stopped at a number of openings that gave a temperature of only 100° C.
We noticed no conspicuous deposits in this vicinity because the area
was covered with a thin layer of wind-blown ash.
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No. 35. T. 245° C. I l l , N 20 E. X, S 60 E. XXX, S 20 W.
This steamer was on the bank of the River Lethe, and was similar

to No. 34 in appearance, except that the temperature was higher.
The mouth of the fumarole was about 12 to 14 inches in diameter and
surrounded by hard baked mud, without deposits. Surface temperature
245° C.

No. 36. T. 245° C. IX, N 22 W. Mt.. Mageik, S 26 W. X, S 51 W.
This fumarole was on the east bank of the canyon formed by the

stream flowing out of the Knife Peak Valley, and marked the upper
end of the impassable mud canyon which this stream forms. The
main vents were surrounded by quite an area of steaming ground.
The deposits were red and yellow, around the larger and hotter vents.
Temperatures of 245° C, 171° C, 181° C. were recorded. Photograph
4552.

Photograph by Robert F. Griggs
FUMAROLE 32 FROM A DISTANCE.

The man silhouetted against the steam near the vent gives the scale. Although
the outlying cracks accessible to our thermocouple registered only 323'"" C.,
this place has every appearance of being hotter than No. 33, where the highest
temperature measured in the Valley was found.

No. 37. T. 342° C. 100 yards east of No. 36.
This fissure was nearly overlooked, as it appeared no hotter than

No. 36. However our inquisitiveness was rewarded in discovering
that it had a surface temperature of 342° C. The mud here had a
crack 100 yards long and the temperatures at various places along this
crack were 284° C, 294° C, 314° C. and 342° C. The deposits were
yellow and brown near the mouth of the vents while a few feet away from
the line of the fissure the ground was ordinary gray ash.

No. 38. T. 100° C. IX, N 39 W. X, S 82 W. XI, S 3 W.
This mass of steam from a distance suggested a temperature of

300° C. at least, but although we tried every crack and crevice in an
area of an acre or more, at no place did we succeed in securing a tem-
perature above 100° C. The ground here was covered with a grayish,
bluish-black mud about eight inches deep that remained nearly 100° C.
in temperature and very disagreeable to work ankle deep in. This
marked the northern limit of these mud blanketed areas. Photographs
3753, 3755, 4148, 4150.
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No. 89. T. 122° C. X, S 65 W. Mt. Mageik, S 20 E.
A single isolated fumarole caught our attention and, as it seemed

so far away from the Valley proper and so close under Knife Peak,
we thought that the extra time required to go to it would be rewarded
with a high temperature. We certainly were disappointed, however,
when the finger of the pyrometer stopped at 122° C. Soft wind-blown
ash and pumice surrounded this fumarole. The throat was brownish
in color and not very hard in texture. Photographs 3757, 3758.

No. 40. T. 191° C. X, S 38 W. Mt. Cerberus, S 37 E.
This was the first vent on a line of steamers and gassers that lay

south of Station IX, near the edge of the mud flow. The ridge that
marks the fissure line is broken in many places by the formation of
eruptive craters. Several crevices showed only 100° C, but two were
hotter, being 191° C. and 112° C. The throats of these two were red,
but not otherwise conspicuously colored.

No. 41. T. 254° C. 500 yards south of No. 40.
We were drawn to this region by the copious steaming of No. 40, but,

failing to find a high temperature in its steam, were about to pass on
when the steam from No. 41 caught our eye. It did not condense for
three or four feet from the mouth of the vent, so we knew it must be
hot. There were brown and white deposits in and around the throat
of the fumarole. The temperature recorded was 254° C. at the mouth
of the vent. Photograph 4150.

No. 42. T. 221° C. X, S 26 W. Mt. Mageik, S 26 E. Needle Peak,
N75 W.

This line of craters was close to No. 41. In No. 42 three craters lay
in a line, about 20 feet apart, but only the middle one was accessible, as
the others were too deep and funnel shaped. This one registered
221° C. and had a dark red and orange throat about one foot in diameter.
The crater, which was about three feet deep, had a rim of about 50 feet
in circumference. The throat was in one side of the bottom of the
crater.

No. 43. T. 100° C. Mt. Mageik, S 28 E. X, S 29 W.
Although registering only 100° C, this fumarole, at the vanishing

point of a small creek, was located because of its conspicuousness. The
steam rushed forth with great pressure and roared from many cracks
in the vicinity, indicating perhaps a higher temperature below the
surface. No deposits were noticed, probably being covered up by the
shifting ash and sand.

No. 44. T. 100° C. Mud Volcanoes, first area. IX, N 13 W. Mt.
Mageik, S 31 E. X, S 23 W.

From a distance this appeared as a gentle area of steamers. It was
not until we had approached the center of the area, waist deep in steam,
blown close to the ground by the wind, that we realized it was different.
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Globules of blue mud shot into the air with a pop and fell back into
its basin with a splash, only to be followed by many similar outbreaks
all around us. Going to windward we saw the seat of the trouble.
The ground was covered with boiling blue mud pots, some with a
consistency of well cooked mush, while in others the boiling water was
almost clear. It was impossible to secure satisfactory pictures of the
performance, because of the thick blanket of rising steam that covered
an area of an acre or more. The mud was blue black. The temperature
was that of steam, 100° C. Photographs 4146, 4151, 4152, 4558, 4560.

Photograph by Paul R. Hagelbarger
PLACING THE THERMOCOUPLE IN FUMAROLE 33.

This inconspicuous crack, with the thermocouple placed as in the picture, gave
a temperature of 432° C , the highest measured in the valley. The ground
near the fissure was too hot to stand on very long, so we supported the cold
junction of the thermocouple on a spade.

No. 45. T. 412° C. IX, N 10W. X, S 19 W. Mt. Mageik, S 35 E.
Between No. 33 and No. 36 and the east bank of the canyon from

Knife Peak Valley was a conspicuous steamer. As we approached it,
200 yards to the eastward, we came upon the end of the fissure which
gave forth a big column of steam where it was crossed by the Canyon.
The deposits here were light colored. At different places in the small
cracks in the roof of the fissure the temperatures wrere 289° C, 318° C,
387° C, 412° C, 402° C, 397° C. The main steamer, we found,
had a temperature of 360° C. at the surface of the ground.

No. 46. T. 171° C. 500 yards south of No. 22.
This fumarole was on the same line of activity as No. 22, and was

very similar to No. 22 and No. 47. It was a large circular hole in the
roof of a wide fissure probably caused by a cave in. There was an
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immense volume of steam coming from it. In the pictures, this and the
next appear as one opening. The temperature recorded from it was
171° C. This was obtained by hanging the thermocouple over the edge
of the cavity, and does not in our opinion correctly represent the tem-
perature. It was, however, the only place accessible with the wind
in the southeast, as it was when we visited it.

No. 47. T. 309° C. 50 feet south of No. 46.
This fumarole was on the same line of activity and similar to No. 46,

except perhaps that the opening was larger and emitted a greater volume
of steam. This one was easier to work with because the wind was
favorable. With the thermocouple bent and hung eight feet over the
edge of the hole, the temperature was 309° C.

Photograph by Jasper D. Sayre
A MUD POT IN AREA 48.

Boiling mud may be seen spattering up from the bottom,
left and right.

No. 48. T. 100° C. Mud Volcanoes, second area. Mt. Cerberus,
S 48 E. Baked Mountain, S 84 E. 86, S 3 W. X, N 63 W.

This was a nest of mud pots, boiling and sometimes spouting three
feet into the air. A crater ring of considerable size had been formed
around some of them. The mud was a chocolate brown, and no con-
spicuous deposits or incrustations were noticed. All had a temperature
of 100° C. Photograph 3693 (See cut above).
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SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS.

1. The highest • temperature measured was 432° G. This,
(No. 33), was found in a small and relatively inconspicuous
crack which one would have expected to be cooler than great
volcanoes like No. 32, in which the center of the steam column
was inaccessible to our instruments.

2. We measured 102 vents with temperatures above 100° C.
in the 48 areas which we visited and located. Nine vents with
temperatures between 390° and 440° C. were measured; 28 vents
between 290° and 390° C ; 49 vents between 190° and 290° C ;
16 vents between 100° and 190° C.; together with many hundred
measured but not recorded, with steam at the boiling point.
The relatively small number of vents between 100° and 190° C.
is to be interpreted as due to the difficulty of working the
thermocouple between these temperatures, because of short
circuiting by condensing steam.

3. The temperatures of a number of chimney-like vents
were distinctly highest at the surface of the ground where the
hot gases met the air. The greatest difference was observed
in No. 23, which was 107° C. hotter at the surface than three feet
down the hole, the temperatures being—surface, 352° C.; three
feet down, 245° C. Such differences were observed in Nos. 3,
4, 5, 9, 11 and 23.

This increase of temperature at the surface is interesting in
view of the fact that the oppo.site was expected, (a) Since the
gas presumably issues from a molten magma beneath the
surface, one would expect a steady lowering of the temperature
gradient from the hot magma to the cold air. (b) Since the
gas issues under considerable pressure, roaring and hissing as
it rushes out of the orifice, its expansion if carried out adiobati-
cally would considerably lower the temperature.

While it would be easy to hypothecate reactions of gases
that would liberate heat enough to produce the observed rise
in temperature, such a speculation could have little value until
the gases can be examined chemically. The analyses now under
way and projected by the Geophysical Laboratory of the
Carnegie Institution ought to throw much light on this ques-
tion.




